As the manual creation of domain models and also of linked data is very costly, the extraction of knowledge from structured and unstructured data has been one of the central research areas in the Semantic Web field in the last two decades. Here, we look specifically at the extraction of formalized knowledge from natural language text, which is the most abundant source of human knowledge available. There are many tools on hand for information and knowledge extraction for English natural language, for written Thai language the situation is different. The goal of this work is to assess the state-of-the-art of research on formal knowledge extraction specifically from Thai language text, and then give suggestions and practical research ideas on how to improve the state-of-the-art. To address the goal, first we distinguish nine knowledge extraction for the Semantic Web tasks defined in literature on knowledge extraction from English text, for example taxonomy extraction, relation extraction, or named entity recognition. For each of the nine tasks, we analyze the publications and tools available for Thai text in the form of a comprehensive literature survey. Additionally to our assessment, we measure the self-assessment by the Thai research community with the help of a questionnaire-based survey on each of the tasks. Furthermore, the structure and size of the Thai community is analyzed using complex literature database queries. Combining all the collected information we finally identify research gaps in knowledge extraction from Thai language. An extensive list of practical research ideas is presented, focusing on concrete suggestions for every knowledge extraction task -which can be implemented and evaluated with reasonable effort. Besides the task-specific hints for improvements of the state-of-the-art, we also include general recommendations on how to raise the efficiency of the respective research community. key words: knowledge extraction, Thai language text, landscape analysis, semantic web † †
Introduction
The majority of information available on the Web is in the form of natural language text, making text the most abundant source of human knowledge. Knowledge Extraction (KE) generates knowledge from structured and unstructured data in machine-readable and machine-interpretable formats. In the area of the Semantic Web, knowledge extraction has a long history. One central area is the (semi-)automatic creation of domain models, called ontology learning. Ontology learning from text includes various tasks, including terminology extraction, finding synonyms Manuscript and lifting terms into domain concepts, the extraction of taxonomic relations, and others [1] . On the other hand, the information extraction (IE) and KE community focuses on more narrow tasks of varying task complexity, for example named entity recognition, relation extraction, event detection, and many more.
In this work, we study the research and tools designed for KE for Thai language text and compare it to English language KE, concentrating specifically on the set of tasks which can be directly translated into Semantic Web constructs. We roughly follow the task categorizes and task mappings suggested by Gangemi [2] in his survey of KE for English language, and evaluate the state-of-the-art in KE from Thai text based on this list of tasks. This publication is motivated by a number of factors. Firstly, there has been a lot of interesting work in KE from English text in the last couple of years, including increasing support of various KE tasks with a number of powerful tools. A detailed assessment of the KE for Thai language landscape is currently missing, as well as an evaluation of research gaps and research opportunities.
Here, we want to assess the state-of-the-art of the landscape of research and tool support for Thai language in order to find gaps and research directions. We aim not only to identify broad gaps, but rather on practical research ideas which can be executed and implemented with reasonable effort (low-hanging fruits). Secondly, we want to analyze the structure of the Thai research community and to detect limiting factors in the research culture in Thailand.
In order to address the research goals we first define nine KE tasks which already exist in KE from English text. Then, we combine a survey of available literature and tools with a questionnaire-based study about Thai KE in which we approach members of the Thai research community. The results from the questionnaire provide a self-assessment of the Thai community and pointers to additional research work in the field. A number of complex Scopus queries are the base for analyzing the structure and absolute and relative size of Thai research community. Finally, based on the information gathered, we provide an interpretation of the Thai language state-of-the-art per KE task, and hope to give helpful suggestions on research directions and concrete ideas to the Thai IE and KE communities.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents related work. Section 3 introduces the research and data acquisition methods used in this survey, and describes the nine KE tasks. In Sect. 4 we discuss the struc-Copyright c 2018 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers ture and size of the respective Thai research community, present the results from the literature survey, and provide research ideas. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the paper with a summary and a list of contributions.
Related Work
This section provides some background on the knowledge extraction tasks selected for this publication, and also about the peculiarities of Thai language processing and AI research. The section does not include the detailed analysis of work done on KE for Thai language text, as in this survey article it will be part of Sect. 4 (Survey Results).
In 2013 Aldo Gangemi [2] published a landscape analysis for English language knowledge extraction for the Semantic Web (KE4SW) tools. First he selects various KE tasks and suggests a mapping of tasks to Semantic Web (SW) constructs. Available tools are evaluated on a small text sample with measures such as accuracy, recall, precision and F1. One of the main findings is that automatic KE4SW is feasible in principle, but KE tools lack standardized output formats, and often the translation to ontological design constructs is unclear. In this work, our list of tasks is inspired by the work of Gangemi, although we tried to simplify the set of tasks, in order to merge tasks that have a similar mapping to SW constructs, and to make the tasks self-explanatory for researchers participating in our questionnaire study. As the number of available KE tools is very limited for Thai language, we have a stronger focus on existing research methods and publications for the specific tasks than on tools, and also we aim at giving insights into surrounding aspects such as the structure of the Thai research community.
Most work on Thai language NLP and KE states that the automatic processing of Thai written language is challenging due to a number of aspects: First of all, Thai language is a continuous stream of characters and does not include marks for word or sentence boundaries [3] . Therefore, tools for automatic word and sentence segmentation are necessary. Also, analysis is made difficult by features such as flexible word order, zero anaphora, the absence of upper-/lower-case characters, the high ambiguity in compound words, and serial verbs [4] . There has been a lot of work on Thai word segmentation, for example Haruechaiyasak et al. [5] report a task accuracy of 88% when combining Conditional Random Fields (CRF) with a dictionary-based approach. In Thai language word segmentation is connected to the problem of word sense disambiguation (WSD), making WSD also part of preprocessing. The correct word segmentation often depends on the context and sense of words [6] . As stated, the general tool support for Thai language is very limited, and Thai is not supported by wellknown NLP toolkits like GATE † or NLTK. However, there are tools available for basic NLP tasks like word segmen- † https://gate.ac.uk tation and POS-tagging, such as PyThai † † , PyThaiNLP † † † , or WordCut † † † † and RDRPOStagger † † † † † [7] . As the accuracy for word segmentation is only around 90%, some work on high-level tasks (such as relation extraction) omits it altogether. Other basic NLP tools such as chunkers (shallow parsing) or full parsers are currently not available for Thai [8] .
Regarding the context and history of AI research in Thailand, including research in NLP, IE and KE, Kawtrakul and Praneetpolgrang [9] give a number of interesting insights. They distinguish a pioneering period (before 1999), with initial work mainly by Kasetsart University and NECTEC. After 2000, research was mostly driven by research road-maps from governmental organizations (National Research Council of Thailand) or organizations such as NECTEC, with national research programs and specific application domains. After 2011 there was a stronger focus on practical applications of AI technology. The work of Kawtrakul and Praneetpolgrang helps to provide background information on the historical research directions in AI in Thailand and more specifically NLP, IE and KE, and on the evolution and structure of the research community. The past federal research road-maps have a strong focus on some application domains such as agriculture, tourism and medicine, which is reflected in our literature survey. The focus on application domains also partly helps to understand the lack of generic KE tools for Thai language text.
Methods and Tasks
In this section, first we specify the research methods employed in this study. Those include an extensive literature review combined with a survey in order to combine our analysis with a self-assessment by the Thai research community. In the main part of the section, we enumerate and describe the set of knowledge extraction tasks which we use to analyze the state-of-the-art in Thai formal KE.
Research Methods
The main research methods and processes applied in this work are as follows:
1. Literature study: We conducted an extensive literature study focusing on methods and tools related to knowledge extraction from Thai language text. The literature study had three phases: (i) Phase one focused on the study of relevant research work found in literature databases (mainly Scopus † † † † † † ). In phase one we analyzed and categorized publications according to the predefined list of knowledge extraction tasks (see Sect. 3.2). Furthermore, we searched for relevant KE tools for Thai language and collected a list of relevant persons (authors) and organizations. (ii) In phase two, utilizing the list of researchers, a questionnaire-based survey was conducted (see below). The survey provided links to additional research work, which was integrated into the results of the research survey in phase (iii).
Survey research:
With the survey-based study in form of a questionnaire, we pursued two goals: Firstly, to have a community assessment by Thai researchersfor any of the nine KE tasks, additionally to our assessment. The other reason for the questionnaire survey was to get a more complete picture of existing research (methods and tools) in Thai KE, so we asked for links to persons and organizations, and for tools, for any of the KE tasks.
Research community metrics:
With the help of database queries (Scopus) we assess the organizational structure of the Thai research community and also compare the quantity of Thai research on each of the tasks to the respective quantity for the Japanese community in order to measure the Thai community.
The Knowledge Extraction Tasks
Loosely based on the work by Gangemi [2] , in the following we distinguish nine knowledge extraction for the Semantic Web (KE4SW) tasks. Gangemi [2] evaluates the state-ofthe-art of tools for those tasks for English language, the language where research is most advanced. In Sect. 4 we use the blueprint by Gangemi [2] to evaluate the literature and tool landscape of Thai language KE for any of the tasks. The tasks include both basic IE and KE tasks such as Named Entity Recognition (NER), as well as more complex tasks such as semantic role labeling and event detection. The tasks are concerned with various aspects of extracting and classifying knowledge from text, some tasks operate on the document level (parts of task 1 to task 3), but mostly the extraction and classification operates on the level of keywords, multi-word phrases, and structures within a sentence.
As we are interested in KE4SW, the results of each task are mapped to Semantic Web constructs. When mapping to a Semantic Web construct, the output of the tool is described as one or multiple RDF subject-predicate-object triples using the established Semantic Web vocabulary. This allows the use of existing Semantic Web technologies to process and analyze the output, and to potentially integrate it into the Web of Data. The mapping suggestions are inspired by Gangemi [2] . In the following we refer to Semantic Web vocabulary with the common namespace prefixes rdf, rdfs, and owl, more details are found in the official documentation of the W3C † .
A listing of the KE4SW tasks is found below. The listing includes a (i) description of the task, (ii) a mapping of the task results to the Semantic Web (SW Mapping), (iii) and † https://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/ontology to make the tasks more graspable we include an example of output produced by a KE tool for a input sentence. The tools (see below) were applied to this simple sentence: "Parents were driving their young children to a zoo in the U.S. state of Colorado." The tools mentioned below all support English language text, some of them support other languages as well, but none of the tools can process Thai text. In this section we define the KE tasks based on tools existing for English language, and Sect. 4 presents an evaluation of work existing on those tasks for Thai text.
There are many tools available for most KE4SW tasks for English language, our selection of tools is a rather random choice from the options, serving the purpose to give examples. For the sake of brevity, we can only present snippets of the results produced by the tools, the full results are found online † † . We used the following tools to generate the output for the sample sentence:
• Fred: Fred [10] is a "machine reader for the Semantic Web" and can read text from 48 languages and transform it to linked data † † † . • Topia: Topia is a Python package which includes linguistic tools such as POS-tagging and some simple statistical analysis to determine terms and their strength † † † † . • Alchemy: AlchemyLanguage is a collection of APIs that offer text analysis through natural language processing. It can analyze text and extract its concepts, entities, keywords, sentiment, and more. Alchemy is commercial product, with a demo online † † † † † . • AMALGrAM 2.0: AMALGrAM † † † † † † analyzes English sentences for multiword expressions (MWEs) and noun and verb supersenses [11] .
The list of tasks is as follows:
1. T1 -Topic and keyword extraction: In this task, for a single document, the algorithm extracts keywords, or assigns topics from a list of topics to the document. So the input are single documents, which are then annotated with keywords or topics (result). SW mapping: document dc:subject topic As a reminder, SW mapping stands for the mapping of tool output to Semantic Web constructs, and dc:subject refers to the popular Dublin Core vocabulary * . The input to the task is a sentence (or a longer text), the output is a list of terms (keywords): For the sample sentence, Topia produces the following list of keywords: ['Colorado', 'Parent', 'U.S', 'children', 'state', 'zoo'] 2. T2 -Terminology extraction: Here, the goal is to extract relevant terminology for a domain. The input to this task is a domain corpus, ie. a collection of text documents. The task output is a set of relevant termswhich can be transformed for example to concepts in a domain ontology. SW mapping: term rdf:type owl:Class In this task, the input is a full domain corpus, so we cannot execute the task on our example sentence. 3. T3 -Taxonomy extraction: T3 aims at the extraction of subclass (is-a) relations between terms or concepts. Some approaches address this task simultaneously with T2. The input to this task is a text (or corpus), typically from a specific domain. The output are triples with is-A (rdfs:subClassOf) relations connecting subject and object. SW mapping: concept-a rdfs:subClassOf concept-b From our example sentence, Fred generates the following subclass relations: lenge of computational lexical semantics is to abstract from the surface form of words to their general meaning [11] . NER (Tasks 5) tackles part of this challenge, but is limited to specific types of words. A more general and dense approach is Supersense tagging (SST), which is an NLP task that consists in annotating each significant entity in a text, like nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs, according to a general semantic taxonomy defined by the 41 WordNet lexicographer classes (called Supersenses) [12] . A task related to T7 is word sense disambiguation (WSD). As the name suggests, in WSD the goal is to select the correct word sense of words in a text, based on word context. WSD is typically utilizing lexical databases such as Word-Net, which enumerate and define word senses. Due to missing word boundaries in Thai language, WSD affects word segmentation [6] and is part of the NLP preprocessing pipeline. Therefore it is not included in this survey on high-level knowledge extraction. Supersense tagging is an established task in between lowlevel WSD and NER. As in the example below, Schneider and Smith [11] do not categorize single words, but rather multi-word expressions. For an input text, the tool maps the constituents to WordNet basic classes. In the example output, multiple assumptions about the subject ns1:drive are made: The subject is of type ns1:Drive, therefore a "drive" frame, and has definitions for frame elements, for example the Destination is the zoo. 9. T9 -Event extraction (EE): This usually includes the detection of event types (for example the event "company acquisition") in text, and the extraction of the participants in the event.
Again, the input is a sentence, and the tool outputs the events discovered. SW mapping: event rdf:type Event-type Fred extracts the Drive event from the our sentence: ns1:Drive rdfs:subClassOf ns2:Event .
Natural Language Processing and Knowledge Extraction Tasks
In this paragraph, we emphasize the relation and the dependency of KE and general NLP. Typically, natural language processing (NLP) is a series of tasks, performed consecutively. After a basic sentence and word segmentation (wordseg) task, the first step is often morphology analysis, that is, to transform words into their lemma forms. Depending on the task at hand, more steps are applied: POS tagging, NER, syntactic parsing (synpars), and semantic parsing (sempars). Most of our nine KE4SW tasks can be tackled with various approaches which required different NLP preprocessing + means the NLP task is usually applied before the KE task +/means the NLP task may benefit the KE task -means the NLP task is normally not necessary for the KE task steps. Table 1 presents an overview showing which NLP tasks are generally applied as basis for the KE task. Noted that some research works experiment with totally different approaches and do not fit this categorization. Also, there are other non-standard NLP tasks like word sense disambiguation (WSD) and pronoun resolution which are relevant to complex KE tasks like T8 and T9.
Survey Results and Discussion
In this section we present the main results of this research, which include (i) an analysis of the structure and size of the community, (ii) a detailed survey of methods and tools for any of the KE tasks including the community selfassessment, and a discussion section presenting the research gaps and practical research ideas.
Structure of the Community
Here we analyze the structure of the Thai IE and KE research community, and confirm the impression that the community is small and limited to a few organizations. An analysis of the Thai research community and of historical developments helps to understand why the state-of-the-art evolved this way, and shows which are the leading organizations in specific subfields. Furthermore, we compare the Thai community to the size of the Japanese community, in order to get a feeling for relative sizes. The purpose of this survey article is to evaluate the state-of-the-art in KE from Thai text. In order to measure the Thai KE community size and community focus, we compare it to another Asian research community. Like in Thai KE, also for KE from Japanese text, research is mostly performed by researchers from the respective country, and not the global community (like in English language KE). This allows for an objective comparison of community structure.
We use queries to the Scopus † scientific literature database to estimate the number of contributions. Scopus will not include all relevant scientific work, but provide a sufficient number of results to gain insights into the community structure. The number of publications was chosen to structure the Thai KE community as it is a good indicator for the scientific output and quality of scientific work of research units. Figure 1 provides an overview of the ratio of research contributions in the KE field by Thai research organizations. It is based on a complex Scopus query, which involves keywords from all our KE tasks. All underlying data, queries and more detailed results presented in this section are available online † † . The publications gathered from the query were filtered manually for relevance. In total, we found 104 publications relevant to our nine KE tasks. Among the eight leading institutions, SIIT has the biggest share of publications, with around 27%. Further important organizations are NECTEC and Kasetsart University (both around 15%), and others. All publications found were in the period between 2006 and 2017.
Note that according to the Scopus database, SIIT, although named under the umbrella of Thammasat University, is a separate institution from Thammasat University. This accurately reflects the differences between both institutions, for example regarding the faculty recruitment and evaluation methods, research funding and internationalization level. While Thammasat University has broad range of faculties and is recognized as one of the leading traditional Thai Universities, SIIT only focuses on science and engineering programs and is operating based on faculty competence and contracts.
A detailed investigation of the literature reveals that Thai IE and KE research community can be grouped around four important researchers, surrounded by their graduate students and associates. Those prominent researchers are Prof. Theeramonkong from SIIT, Assoc. Prof. Kawtrakul and her colleagues from Kasetsart University, Dr. Supnithi from NECTEC, and Assoc. Prof. Aroonmanakun from Chulalongkorn University. These four groups comprise around 68% of the total IE and KE publications in the Scopus database. Also note that three of them are Japanese graduates. The ongoing collaborations with their Japanese mentors and colleagues undoubtedly contribute to their success and consequently, to Thai IE and KE research community. This helps to explain the significant number (12.2%) of Thai IE and KE publications published by a Japanese institution, the National Institute of Informatics (NII).
A comparison between the Thai and Japanese research communities shows quite consistently that the number of publications is around 5-7 times higher in the Japanese community. With Scopus queries, we found factors of 5.0 for "text processing", of 5.5 for "semantic web / ontologies", and of 6.8 for "language processing". These numbers confirm the impression that the Thai research community is comparably small.
Additionally to the comparison of the absolute quantity of publications, Fig. 2 shows the relative research effort per KE task, again comparing the Thai and Japanese community. The figure gives the percentage of publications per task (from the total number of publications). While it is clear that the Japanese IE and KE community has a higher number of research papers published in absolute numbers (see above) it is quite interesting to note that, except task 8 and task 9, the ratio of research on each task is surprisingly similar for both communities. For example, as seen in Fig. 2 , task 1 (keyword and topic extraction), as well as task 2 (taxonomy extraction), comprise around 28% for the Thai community and 26.5% for the Japanese community. For both communities, we found very little work on taxonomy extraction (tasks 3), named entity linking (task 6), and supersense tagging (task 7), while both communities show a number of 11% for task 4, relation extraction. NER (task 5) attracted more effort for Thai language (13% versus 9%). The largest gaps are found for task 8 (SRL) and task 9 (event extraction). There has been substantial work on Japanese for tasks 8 with 23% (Thai with only 9%). On the other hand, the Thai community has addressed event extraction (task 9) with 11% of total work, while the Japanese community only published 3% of its work on event extraction.
Although these figures can change over time, it can be an indicator of some common research interests among Thai and Japanese researchers, as well as highlighting the different focus areas of each community.
Existing Methods and Tools
In this section we present the analysis of literature on KE from Thai language text. First we give an overview of existing work regarding the application domain, and also regarding the methods used in the publications. The main part of the section consists of a survey of existing work for each of the nine KE tasks. As already mentioned, the list of relevant publications was determined by a combination of queries to literature databases, and a questionnaire-based study. As mentioned in the previous section, we started from an initial number of 104 publications found by a set of Scopus queries. A filtering process removed publications with little relevance to KE4SW. This included a lot of work on basic NLP tasks like segementation, POS-tagging or phrase extraction, which sometimes applied basic keyword extraction, etc., but not in context of information or knowledge extraction. Furthermore, we excluded work which had been superseded by extended work of the same authors, for example conference papers that later became parts of journal publications. Overall, with the input from the initial literature search, relevant publications linked in those paper, and the findings from the questionnaire-based survey, the result were 33 publications, which are analyzed in this survey article. In Tables 2 and 3 publications are classified into multiple groups, leading to higher aggregate numbers. Table 2 first of all gives an overview of the total number of publications per KE tasks, and organizes the publications according to their application domain. Task 1, 4, and 5 have gained to most attentions, whereas for tasks 3, 6, and 7 there exists little work. The number and ratios of total research work differ from the analysis in Sect. 4.1, where the attribution to a task was conducted automatically by the Scopus query terms. Here, we classified the work manually depending on its content, and for example although some research contained the word terminology extraction in the title, it was rather concerned with keyword extraction, therefore we grouped it into task 1 instead of task 2. Also in contrast to Sect. 4.1, as a lot of Thai KE work is using NER as a preprocessing step or component in systems for tasks like relation extraction -we classified it into multiple categorizes, as NER was a major part of the publication. Table 2 indicates the lack of domain-independent work. A lot of existing research was limited to specific application domains. This can be explained by the Thai federal research roadmaps and their focus on domains such as agriculture, tourism and medicine (see Kawtrakul and Praneetpolgrang [9] , Sect. 2). As for other languages, more recent work often is applied to text from news and social media.
Another interesting aspect of analysis are the technical methods used in existing work on Thai language KE, exemplified by the 33 publications included into this survey. Table 3 shows that most systems, 27 out of 33, rely at least in part on pattern-based methods. Machine learning and ontologies as background knowledge are also applied very often (in 61%, and 55% of publications, respectively.) A bit less frequent is the use of Information Retrieval and Information Science methods, as well as the integration of information from dictionaries. Most work combines multiple methods.
A more detailed summary of results with tables that classify individual publications regarding their application domain and the methods used is available online † .
The following subsections present the survey of work on the individual KE tasks on Thai language.
Task 1 -Keyword and Topic Extraction
As already mentioned, in task 1 we investigate methods that annotate documents with keywords or topics, which can be translated to one or multiple SW triples of the form document <dc:subject> topic. This task is probably the most basic. This task includes work on general keyword extraction from documents, and the annotation of documents with specific keywords or topics within document classification. Specialized keyword classification and extraction of important Semantic Web constructs is included in tasks 2-9.
We found very few publications solely dedicated to plain keyword extraction. Haruechaiyasak et al. [14] propose a language-independent keyword extraction method specifically for non-segmented languages like Thai. The basic idea is to circumvent word segmentation by finding frequently occurring substring-sets in the unsegmented text with the help of pattern mining.
Oftentimes the tf-idf measure is used as a preprocess- † https://aic.ai.wu.ac.at/˜wohlg/thaiKE/tabs.pdf ing or feature extraction step in topic extraction or document classification systems. Classification is then typically done with supervised machine learning (ML) techniques such as SVM. For text classification of social media messages (Twitter tweets), Jotikabukkana et al. [15] present a method which applies semi-supervised learning. They start with the extraction of keywords with tf-idf and a wordarticle-matrix from pre-classified news media documents. Then they collect tweets with the keywords found previously, and use those to extend the set of keywords per class. Chirawichitchai et al. [16] investigate which term weighting methods and which ML classifiers are best suited for Thai language text classification. They compare for example tf-idf, tfc or entropy weighting for term weighting. With most ML classifiers, ltc term weighting leads to the best results. The work of Viriyavisuthisakul et al. [17] has in a similar direction. The authors investigate which of the wellknown similarity measures (such as Euclidean distance, Jaccard distance, etc.) is best suited to be used with a kNN classifier to categorize social media postings into four predefined classes. The work is related to (single-)topic extraction from documents, and uses the well-known tf-idf measure to build a term-document matrix. Lertnattee and Theeramunkong [18] perform text classification of Thai medicinal texts into 8 classes, The specific properties of Thai medical text complicate word segmentation. Among various segmentation and classifier candidates, the authors have the best results with tf-idf as a term representation model and the SVM classifier. Daowadung and Chen [19] classify textbook texts aiming to predict the readability for primary school students. They apply word segmentation and mutual information (MI) to choose terms, and then use tf-idf and a SVM classifier to classify the input documents regarding document readability. Furthermore, there has been work on emotion classification of Thai text, the strategies are similar to the document classification work already mentioned. For example, Chirawichitchai [20] classifies single sentences from social media posts into six emotional classes (sentiment detection). After NLP preprocessing and bag-of-words feature extraction with tf-idf from input sentences, he reduces the feature space with information gain, and uses various classifiers in a supervised ML approach trained on 1800 manually labeled sentences. SVM provides the best results. Inrak and Sinthupinyo [21] propose the use of bi-words features instead of just uni-grams for emotion classification, and apply LSA for representing the document semantics. Using supervised ML based on 200 labeled examples, they show that the bi-word feature improves classification accuracy significantly.
Topic modeling includes topic assignment to documents. Very recently, there has been work on using LDA topic modeling on Thai language by Jiamthapthaksin [22] , who includes dictionaries for slang words to improve the topic models.
Finally, in strong contrast to other approaches, Kiatdarakun and Suksompong [23] apply the symbol-level tech-nique of entropy rate and probability distributions of consecutive characters to attribute long text documents to authors -a task related to text classification.
Task 2 -Terminology Extraction
In their work on ontology learning from Thai text in the domain for agriculture, Kawtrakul et al. [24] do terminology and taxonomy extraction using lexico-syntactic patterns (see next section for more details). Although the approach by Imsombut and Kawtrakul [25] (see below for details) focuses on taxonomy extraction, it also involves the extraction of domain terminology with pattern-matching in text from a specific domain. Furthermore, the S-Sense (social sensing) tool [26] generates tagclouds for a corpus on the fly. The corpus typically consists of social media documents. The tagcloud presents the most important terms in the corpus, which can be seen as a simple method for terminology extraction from text.
Task 3 -Taxonomy Extraction
As part of systems that aim at ontology learning from text, both Imsombut and Kawtrakul [25] and Kawtrakul et al. [24] tackle taxonomy extraction from Thai text.
Imsombut and Kawtrakul [25] apply lexico-syntactic patterns and the extraction of information from list items in text in order to learn concepts and taxonomic relations. For preprocessing the input text in the agriculture domain, they apply word segmentation, POS-tagging, and noun phrase detection. The authors also use various techniques to filter candidate terms, especially to select hypernyms from a list of extracted candidates. The approach itself involves domain-specific background knowledge (eg. a domain ontology) and manual pattern creation and is therefore not easily generalizable. Quite similar in goal and method, Kawtrakul et al. [24] propose a method to extract a taxonomy in the agriculture domain. First they learn patterns with the help of an existing ontology, and then apply those patterns to domain text. In order to increase the precision of the system, they filter term candidates, eg. with mutual information or by looking for matching head nouns.
Task 4 -Relation Extraction
In relation extraction (RE) there is usually a distinction between open and closed RE. All the work we found on Thai text is in the area of closed RE, ie. the set of relations to be extracted is predefined.
The two most common approaches to RE are patternbased techniques and machine learning-based ones. Patterns can be created manually or learned with the help of background knowledge. We found three publications which apply hand-crafted patterns to domain text. Sornlertlamvanich and Kruengkrai [27] perform RE in the domain of a Thai cultural database. They use the title of the item as subject of the triple, and then extract the objects with patterns from the description texts of the relation subjects. To achieve high accuracy, they only accept certain named entities as objects (see below on the NE extraction part). The extracted relations are finally visualized in a knowledge graph. The work of Imsombut and Sirikayon [28] uses a similar approach in the domain of tourist attractions, which address both tasks 4 and 5. They extract predefined relations with hand-crafted patterns between named entities. The goal is different in the work of Kowsrihawat and Vateekul [29] . Their service called JudgeDoll extracts the main facts and summarizes Thai Supreme Court verdicts. They apply closed RE with lexico-syntactic patterns in order to find the respective information in the legal texts.
In some earlier work, Kawtrakul et al. [30] combine and extend their previous work on knowledge extraction and question-answering in the agriculture domain focusing on cause-effect relations. To extract cause-effect relations they use manually created rules (patterns), with the goal to do frame-based slot-filling to extract facts based on a given domain ontology. The domain ontology is used to integrate data sources and defines the format of the extraction patterns.
Beyond the manual creation of extraction patterns, already in 2005, Kongwan and Kawtrakul [31] did some interesting work on the extraction of facts (closed binary RE) using background knowledge to learn the respective patterns. They apply lexicons to identify interesting object properties and also property values in the agriculture domain, for example that a mangosteen fruit has a weight of 110 grams (object, property, value). The work of Sitthisarn and Bahoh [32] is at the core of KE4SW, they aim at the automatic extraction or annotation of RDF from text sources. With the help of a on a small ontology, their system extracts instanciations of ontology concepts and relations in the domain of Thai official correspondence. On the downside, the application domain is very narrow, and the authors use hand-crafted patterns and dictionaries to find the relevant entries.
As RE can be viewed as a classification problem, in recent work on English text supervised ML is applied often. Also for Thai, there has been work on RE which applies ML to classify relation candidates. Tongtep and Theeramunkong [4] present work on the extraction of four binary relation types from crime-related news. The four relation types are: action-location, location-action, action-person and person-action. They use 9 surface-level features from an annotated training corpus in a ML-based method. To raise accuracy only relations between NEs are classified. An evaluation of various ML techniques to classify the relations yields best results for SVM. As a predecessor of that work, Tongtep and Theeramunkong [33] conduct work on RE between named entities, also in the domain of crime related news. Here, they focus on feature extraction based on lexical patterns and the surrounding context of NEs. Again, the authors apply supervised ML to classify and filter extracted relations.
Task 5 -Named Entity Recognition
Most work on NER in Thai language does not approach classic NER-tagging as a whole, but focuses on the extraction of specific instance types for given application scenarios. Regarding methods, most authors use pattern-based methods, some also apply ML-based techniques.
In the area of pattern-based systems, Imsombut and Sirikayon [28] extract NEs which are instances of tourism attractions or tourism activities with Conditional Random Fields (CRF) and a hand-crafted tourism ontology for categorization -so the approach is rather a method for domainspecific ontology population. As a preprocessing step before doing rule extraction, Intarapaiboon et al. [34] extract and annotate specific entities, namely chemical reaction names and chemical substances in domain text, or medical entities, respectively [8] . Similarly, Sitthisarn and Bahoh [32] apply NER during preprocessing for their ontology population and relation extraction task. Sutheebanjard and Premchaiswadi [35] have a different goal, they seek to find fast and efficient ways to extract NE only of type person from text, without the necessity of applying word segmentation or POS tagging. The system uses the surrounding context and rules to find person candidates in text in three domains. Focusing on another specific entity type the main goal of Vichayakitti and Jaruskulchai [36] is to find temporal expressions (dates, etc.). They call their approach temporal event extraction, in our task classification it is better placed in task 5. Their method is based on the manual creation of patterns from text tagged with temporal expressions.
Finally, in their RE approach, Tongtep and Theeramunkong [4] use NE extraction as a preprocessing step. They present algorithmic improvements such as giving priority to certain patterns based on the length of the matching segments, as well as heuristics for pattern characteristics and pattern ordering. This work is based on the pattern extraction methods studied in Tongtep and Theeramunkong [33] , which extracts persons, locations, and actions from crimerelated news documents.
Besides pattern-based system, there some authors that rely on ML for NER. For example, Sornlertlamvanich and Kruengkrai [27] apply NER on the description texts of items in a Thai cultural database. They train their own NE detection system with a sequence labeling algorithm using an annotated corpus. In contrast to most work in NER, which focuses on feature selection to detect named entities, Tirasaroj and Aroonmanakun [37] experiment with different ways and levels of complexity in annotation of NEs in text, for example just having one annotation tag for a person, or splitting into first name and surname. Their aim is to see which type of NE-annotation leads to the best results using CRF in a supervised ML setting. A completely different approach is proposed by Tongtep and Theeramunkong [3] , who identify NEs directly from unsegmented text. They utilize statistics of characters and their clusters to find Thai words and NEs simultaneously to classify them with CRF models.
Training and evaluating NER systems requires large annotated corpora. Those efforts to create large annotated corpora lay the foundation for tool support in the future. Theeramunkong et al. [38] present a framework for NE tagging called Thai-NEST † . They define a specific tagging process and provide GUI-based tagging tools. The specifications include a tag set and tagging guidelines. The goal of Thai-NEST is to provide a large NE corpus, to extend the set of NE types, and to support a wider area of domains as compared to previous work. Among the results of Thai-NEST are 10,000 articles annotated with about 45,000 NEs in seven domains (eg. sports, politics, etc.). In a more recent effort, Aw et al. [39] created a big corpus for word segmentation, POS-tagging, and NER. A special emphasis in their project is the tagging of foreign and loan words in Thai language, which become more frequent over time. The corpus includes two domains, and in total around 4 million words, which are tagged with 35 POS tags and 10 different NER categories. Obviously, the creation of annotated corpora is a very expensive process, therefore Tongtep and Theeramunkong [40] suggest a method for semi-automatic annotation of POS and named entity information. With their combination of lexical patterns and statistical methods they reduced the number of unknown tokens in the corpus to 16%. Unfortunately, also for known tokens the annotations are not always correct, so manual verification is still necessary.
Task 6 -Named Entity Linking
Related to the task, but applied only in a narrow field, Intarapaiboon et al. [34] link specific entities in the chemistry domain to two background ontologies as part of their semantics-based IR system. The authors include no specific details on the linking process in their work.
In contrast, Rungsawang et al. [41] propose the only generic work related to NEL that we found. They try to wikify Thai documents, ie. to link terms in documents to Wikipedia. First the authors are extracting terms from the Wikipedia title and anchor texts in order to build a controlled vocabulary. The central and most challenging aspect is to disambiguate between link target candidates, the authors apply ML trained on various features extracted from the link contexts existing in Thai Wikipedia documents. The approach is even more general than classic NEL, as any kind of term is linked to Thai Wikipedia, not only NEs.
Task 7 -Supersense Tagging
For this task, there currently exists no work for Thai language text -to the best of our knowledge.
Task 8 -Semantic Relation Labeling
The most relevant work on this task has been done by Leenoi et al. [42] . They created a Thai version of FrameNet called † http://saki.siit.tu.ac.th/kindml/thainest TFN. In the process, on the one hand, the authors translate Berkeley FrameNet [13] into Thai with bilingual dictionaries, and partly manually. Additionally, the authors add new Thai-specific frames. The TFN resource contains around 1300 frames, and over 22,000 lexical units and 2300 annotated sentences. Obviously, TFN is an important initial step towards automatic Semantic Role Labeling algorithms and tools for Thai.
The other approaches do not directly refer to FrameNet. Tongtep and Theeramunkong [4] state that their work on relation extraction is strongly related to SRL, however, it is limited to a small number of specific roles, and also restricted to relations only between NEs. Within the chemistry domain the method for semantics-based IR of Intarapaiboon et al. [34] uses pattern-based rule extraction and multi-slot frames. They generate frame extraction rules with the WHISK algorithm. Extracted frames are represented with description logic, and also can be directly encoded in OWL. Finally to provide background knowledge, the concept entities are linked to existing ontologies about chemical reactions. In a similar approach, Intarapaiboon et al. [8] extract semantic frames using rules learned with WHISK from hand-tagged training data. Again, the rules are applied using a sliding window on unsegmented text, and the method is evaluated in multiple domains.
Task 9 -Event Extraction
Event extraction is similar to (binary) relation extraction, but focusing on specific event types and allowing n-ary relations. Due to the situation of missing chunk parsers for Thai language, Intarapaiboon et al. [8] , [34] , [43] modify the WHISK information extraction technique using sliding windows to operate on Thai text. Those supervised approaches for pattern learning in multiple domains are related to event or frame extraction, they aim at detecting predefined semantic frames from text. In contrast, the work of Kawtrakul et al. [30] is focused on specific relations and events in the agriculture domain as part of their cause-effect relation extraction work.
Although we grouped the existing publications into specific tasks, a lot of the publications involve multiple tasks, except for work on task 1, which is mostly restricted to keyword and topic extraction only. As an example, the work of Imsombut and Kawtrakul [25] addresses both tasks 2 and 3 (terminology and taxonomy extraction), and Intarapaiboon et al. [34] even touches four different tasks (task 5, 6, 8 and 9).
Tools
The set of tools which are openly available for KE from Thai language is still very limited. Most past research work was focused on underlying NLP tasks, which include work on word segmentation [5] , [44] and part-of-speech tagging [45] , [46] . There are also a number of easy-to-use tools existing for basic Thai NLP processes, for example Table 4 An overview of tools and datasets for Thai KE from text, including a short description and the tasks addressed.
Tool or Dataset Description Tasks
Tool: S-Sense Social Media sentiment and tagcloud analysis (1), 2
Tool:
Thai-NEST GUI-Tool and tagset for NER corpus annotation 5
Dataset:
Thai-NEST NER dataset created with Thai-NEST tool 10.000 annotated articles in 9 domains 5
Aw et al. [39] NER dataset with about 4M words and 2 domains 5
PyThaiNLP † .
In the KE domain, to our knowledge, there exist no open source tools at all. For example, for the NER task some tagged training corpora are available from annotation projects eg. by Aw et al. [39] . According to our literature study the common practice seems to be to train a NER model on-the-fly, and not to use existing tools or pretrained NER models. Regarding tools, tool support only exists for creating annotated corpora from the Thai-NEST project [38] .
The most sophisticated tool for KE from Thai language text, which can be seen as a Web Intelligence platform, is S-Sense [26] . The tool † † uses Twitter as data source to collect information about specific topics. S-Sense computes the sentiment of social media data, and it also generates tag clouds for the respective topics. Tag could generation is related to task 2 (terminology extraction) as it aims to determine the central terms of a domain or data set. Table 4 provides an overview of datasets and tools existing for knowledge extraction from Thai text.
Community Assessment
After the initial assessment of the research landscape on KE from Thai text by querying the Scopus literature database and by following links in research papers found, we conducted a questionnaire study with Thai researchers that have published in the KE field to tackle two goals: (a) to perform a comparison of the state-of-the-art assessment by the Thai research community to our own assessment, (b) to get a more complete picture by identifying additional researchers and organizations and also tools for any of the tasks. This additional information was used to extend the literature and tool survey.
72 Thai researchers were asked via email to fill the questionnaire. We selected all authors of papers in the KE and IE field from our initial set of publications obtained by queries to scientific databases. 12 researchers filled the questionnaire. Amongst other things, we attribute the low number of responses to the fact that probably many of the authors moved away from academia in the meantime or to other research fields. This is especially true for PhD stu- † https://github.com/wannaphongcom/pythainlp † † http://www.ssense.in.th dents, who often move into other positions and fields after finishing their degree. Given the goals of the questionnairebased survey, in particular the goal of getting input on relevant work and tools in Thai language KE which we might have missed, the number of 12 participants is sufficient to collect effective feedback. The questionnaire is available online † † † . In the questionnaire, for each of the nine tasks, the respective researcher is asked to: a) estimate the state-of-theart for the task for Thai language text -on a scale from 1-5, where 1 stands for "almost no research done on this task" and 5 stands for "high quality research and tools available", b) name persons and organizations doing research on the respective task. And finally, in c) the researcher is asked about tools available for the task, if any. 12 researchers responded on the question about the state-of-the-art (a), 9 researchers give input on persons and organizations (b), and 6 researchers provided feedback on tools available (c).
According to the assessment by Thai IE and KE researchers which is summarized in Table 5 , the state-of-theart is highest for tasks 1 and task 5. This conforms to our analysis, that Keyword and topic extraction (task 1) and NER (task 5) have gained the most attention. Also regarding the tasks where the state-of-the-art is low, there is high agreement about task 6 (NEL) and task 7 (SST). There is some disagreement about task 2 (terminology extraction), which might stem from different interpretations of the task. Interestingly, the inter-rater agreement is rather high on tasks which participants rated as having a low state-of-theart, and higher if the state-of-the-art is more advanced.
On question (b), persons and organizations, there has been major agreement between responders. In total, 12 different researchers, and 6 different organizations were suggested. In terms of tools (c), the participants only mentioned two tools (LexToPro, S-Sense). LexToPro performs only very basic NLP tasks such as word segmentation, and S-Sense is already described in Sect. 4.2.10. In total, the results from the questionnaire regarding points (b) and (c) contained little novelty. The answers helped to identity a couple of additional researchers, otherwise the questionnaire con- † † † https://goo.gl/forms/Tgv4y4te8Iu1mKvC3 firmed our impression that the research community is small and concentrated within a few organizations.
Peculiarities of Thai Language Regarding KE
After presenting the Thai state-of-the-art, and as connection to the upcoming discussion section, in this section we analyze the peculiarities of Thai language which complicate NLP and KE processes. Thai language is an unsegmented language. The basic problem of word segmentation itself can not easily be solved as it is ambiguous, and inter-tangled with other NLP and KE tasks.
Firstly, the continuous conjugated text can be legitimately segmented in more than one way, i.e., it can be segmented into different words with different meanings. For example, can be segmented into " -eye round" (having round eyes) or " -dry -wind" (drying with wind), depending on the surrounding context. Next, Thai language lacks basic terminology; basic terms are usually composed of multiple words. For example, the word " -flower" comes from two meaningful words, " -a bud" and " -wood". A compound term " -decorative flowers and plants" composes of two other compound terms " -floral plants" and " -decorative plants". Therefore, how to segment the conjugated text " " again depends on the surrounding context. Third, many terms in Thai have the same form as a sentence, i.e., subject-verb-object. For example, scarf is " -a piece of cloth -wrapping around -neck", napkin is " -a piece of cloth -wipe -mouth" and blanket is " -a piece of cloth -cover up". These problems directly affect T1: topic and keyword extraction, T2: terminology extraction and T3: taxonomy extraction, and obviously also impact other tasks. Note that there is no standard agreedupon word segmentation guideline for Thai, even among the Thai NLP experts. Thai language has high degree of ambiguity, both at word level and clause level. At word level, a Thai word usually has more than one meaning and plays more than one role. For example, a word " " can be a classifier, a noun, a verb, or a part of other words such as " flower", " -blooming", " -no worries", etc. At clause level, there is verb versus adjective ambiguity. Both verbs and adjectives follow nouns, hence their roles are structurally in-distinguishable. Eg., a driver is " person-drive-car", which can be a sentence by itself. In a complex noun, eg. a truck driver is " person-drive-car-lade", when car-lade becomes "truck". But the word "lade-" can also mean "carry" used as a main verb. These problems affect both noun phrase and verb phrase extraction. In addition, it also makes it very difficult to determine the boundary of clauses or sentences, as well as to determine the underlying structure of a clause, both grammatically and semantically. Hence, word level and structural level ambiguity problems affect every task from T1 to T9.
There are also other particular features of Thai language that affect mostly T4: binary relation extraction, T7: supersense tagging, T8: semantic role labeling and T9: event extraction. Those problems are (i) no real helping verb and clue word, (ii) serial verbs, (iii) extended sentence, (iv) double-word phrase, and (v) zero anaphora. To briefly illustrate one example, A word " " which is put before a verb to indicate a passive voice sentence, also has many other meanings -such as cheap (adj), touch(v), occur to (v), right(v) and so on. A preposition -at -in -on sometimes becomes an adjective, an adverb, a verb, a noun or even a conjunction. This affects tasks that involve determining the real verb. The same problem exists for the serial verbs.
Note that the situation is somewhat different for task T5: named entity recognition. To identify a proper name such as a place or a person, there are patterns which can be predefined as templates. For example, a common pattern for a place can be type of places + specific name of the place + possessive word (optional) + organization the place belongs to.
Discussion
This section includes major aspects and findings from our analysis of Thai formal KE. First, we discuss the state-ofthe-art of Thai KE research and provide reasons for the current status. Next, some general directions for improvement applicable to all tasks are proposed, and finally we address each KE task separately with a short analysis based on the Thai language literature survey and give concrete research ideas per task.
One of the main goals of this work is to assess the stateof-the-art of KE for Thai language. First of all, in a few areas there exist some very interesting and ambitious research works given the limited resources available, for example the work on Thai FrameNet [42] , event extraction [34] or on S-Sense [26] . In general, as expected, the state-of-theart is significantly lower as compared to KE from English text. There is a high level of agreement between the selfassessment of Thai researchers and the analysis of existing work done in this publication. Some of the KE tasks have already been addressed with high-quality approaches, but in most cases the approaches focus only on a specific domain or use case. Overall, tool support is missing, especially tools which are available publicly. There are various reasons for the comparably lower state-of-the-art: (i) the limited amount of research resources in Thailand, which is reflected in a small research community centered around a couple of organizations and research teams (see Sect. 4.1), (ii) the peculiarities of Thai written language which complicate NLP and KE considerably (details in Sect. 4.4), and (iii) like in any country, there are inefficiencies in the research culture, most notably in this case, by not making implementations and tools available.
Before discussing results and research ideas per task, we want to focus on some general points which are applicable to all tasks, and will also be mentioned within the individual KE task suggestions. One obvious way to improve the state-of-the-art for any tasks is to adopt and transfer current methods being use for English language. Due to the different structure and particularities of Thai language this may not always be successful, but definitely a promising starting point. Many approaches used on English text are based on common machine learning techniques -in some cases training data for Thai language has to be created, in some cases existing resources can be leveraged. Even for patternbased approaches the general ideas can be transferred, and the patterns adapted to the specifics of the language. And secondly, as mentioned, a main shortcoming of Thai KE research is the absence of high-quality and publicly available tools and datasets. We suggest a gradual shift in research culture where code, datasets and if useful even trained models are made available on platforms such as GitHub † . Publishing all results can also be made a requirement by Thai funding bodies for public funding of projects in the NLP and KE field.
In the remainder of this section each of the KE tasks is discussed separately regarding start-of-the-art and research gaps, and especially regarding practical research ideas.
(1) Task 1 -Keyword and topic extraction For English, a plethora of methods, tools and APIs (both free and commercial) for keyword extraction, topic extraction and text classification are available. The methods include tf-idf, C-value, weirdness, LSA and LDA, various machine learning (ML) techniques, etc. Depending on the specific task, and the domain, users can choose from many options. Also for Thai language, there has been work on applying different techniques from fields such as information retrieval and information science, for example tf-idf, mutual information, information gain, LSA and LDA. Furthermore, various ML classifiers have been used for text and emotion classification. Although Thai research is comparably mature for task 1, as for any task, there is a lack of public tools and APIs.
To advance the state-of-the-art regarding tasks 1, we suggest a couple of research ideas and steps: (i) First of all, it would be helpful to make tools stemming from existing research available to the general public. As stated, a lot of strategies and methods have been already been experimented with, therefore it should be possible to provide the implementations used. Most of these tools will be based on processing tools for word segmentation and POS-tagging. (ii) Some existing approaches were using supervised ML. It will benefit future research and tool evaluation to make the training data (and maybe ML models) available in a wellorganized format. (iii) A more ambitious, but interesting, project would be the extension of existing NLP and IE tools such as GATE with support for Thai language. † https://github.com (2) Task 2 -Terminology extraction Regarding task 2, except for tagclouds in S-Sense [26] , which does not include the technical details about the generation of the tag clouds, we did not find any detailed and in-depth work on terminology extraction. Obviously, the situation is different for English language, among recent work there is for example TBXtools by Oliver and Vazquez [47] .
TBXtools is an open source automatic terminology extraction tool written in Python † † . As most of the applied techniques in TBXtools are straightforward statistical or linguistic methods, it should be manageable to implement them also for Thai language. So as a first step we suggest to apply the approaches for n-gram detection and nesting detection on segmented and POS-tagged Thai text. Giving a thorough evaluation of these methods in various domains and providing an (open-source) implementation will be helpful to advance Thai terminology extraction.
(3) Task 3 -Taxonomy extraction
Although there has been few work on Thai text, the approaches by Kawtrakul et al. [24] and Imsombut and Kawtrakul [25] who use background knowledge to automatically learn Hearst-style patterns are interesting. Some state-ofthe-art systems for taxonomy extraction for English still make heavy use of patterns, for example TAXI [48] , the winner of the SemEval 2016 challenge on taxonomy extraction evaluation. As TAXI is designed to learn taxonomies in any given domain, it is language-independent, and an opensource implementation is available. It would be promising to apply it to Thai text, evaluate the system, and modify it to the specifics of Thai language.
An idea very different from the use of lexico-syntactic patterns is the application of word embeddings to taxonomy extraction. For English language, Rei and Briscoe [49] study various word embedding models and similarity measures for hyponym generation. A starting point for Thai can be the use of pretrained Thai word embedding models and the hypernym relations as defined in BabelNet † † † as training data. Pre-trained word embeddings (word2vec and fastText) for Thai language are publicly available https://github.com/Kyubyong/wordvectors. BabelNet is a multilingual encyclopedic dictionary and integrates resources such as WordNet, Wikipedia, Wikidata and others. As BabelNet is such a rich resource and also contains Thai language terms, it is a great source for training data and background knowledge not only for this task, but also other KE tasks.
(4) Task 4 -Relation extraction
Modern systems for relation extraction apply sophisticated NLP-tools for preprocessing, most importantly NER tools and parsers (shallow or deep parsing) [50] . As such tools are not yet available for Thai text, there is no easy route † † https://sourceforge.net/projects/tbxtools † † † http://babelnet.org to adopt those approaches for Thai text. But some of the older systems use methods which can be transferred more easily. For example, SnowBall [51] starts from known relation instances and learns text patterns to extract previously unknown instances. By using bootstrapping techniques the need for labeled training data or training patterns can be drastically reduced. Supervised ML, esp. kernel-based methods, is very successful for closed relation extraction for English language. Given necessary training data (see above), it would be interesting to evaluate these techniques in various domains to determine their suitability for Thai text.
Finally, relation extraction is in many ways related to taxonomy extraction, but obviously the types of relations extracted are more general. Regardless, word embeddings and their analogy feature, ie. vector offset operations, are worth evaluating for Thai language text using pre-trained (or custom) embedding models. The advantage of this approach is that it doesn't need sophisticated NLP preprocessing.
(5) Task 5 -Name entity recognition Name entity recognition is typically treated as a sequence labeling problem, such as POS-tagging, therefore methods like CRF or HMM have been applied successfully for English language for example by the Stanford NER tool † . Thai results for this task are comparably advanced, annotated corpora and classifiers exists, but are not readily available. So at first, and most important step, is to make the annotated corpora easily available, and especially to provide (opensource) tools to generate classification models, and also the resulting models. As soon as those tools are available, a next step will be to improve the accuracy by evaluating various ML techniques, potentially also deep learning methods. Improved NER results will also help other tasks such as relation extraction. NER holds a special importance in Thai language, as it is often interwoven with simple word segmentation. And finally, as for any supervised ML tasks the availability of high quality training data is crucial, therefore the creation of annotated corpora in various new domains will help improve the state-of-the-art. The creation of datasets is known to be a costly process, however the Thai community has already shown its capabilities in this area. As tools and tagsets for Thai NLP dataset creation already exist, the main challenge is the manual tagging itself. Paid microtask crowdsourcing has been shown to be an effective method to raise scalability and reduce cost in dataset creation and system evaluation within knowledge engineering [52] , and also specifically NER [53] . To raise the quality of crowdsourcing annotations the process can be combined with expert corrections, especially for unclear cases.
(6) Task 6 -Name entity linking A study by Chang et al. [54] shows that both simple popularity-based as well as classification-based methods can be applied to named entity linking successfully. For † https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml Thai language there already exists a classification-based approach for Wikification [41] , so a first step would be to make this or similar systems available. Then those systems can be evaluated for specific use cases, and improved gradually.
(7) Task 7 -Supersense tagging For task 7 we did not find any existing work on Thai language. Therefore it's obviously easy to advance the stateof-the-art by studying existing work in other languages and evaluating suitable concepts on Thai language. Although the AMALGrAM tool (see Sect. 3.2) seems to be rather complex, it will be interesting to port (parts of) it to Thai language and study the effectiveness. Another critical factor will be the creation of sufficient training data for Thai. As the creation of high-quality training data is a complex process, we suggest the reuse and adaption of the training methodology of Schneider and Smith [11] , and the consideration of crowdsourcing techniques as mentioned in Task 5.
(8) Task 8 -Semantic relation labeling
Automatic semantic relation labeling is a very complex task, which usually involves sentence parsing, therefore the development of a high-accuracy system for Thai language is not an easy undertaking. However, first steps have been taken with the creation of a Thai FrameNet and around 2300 annotated sentences which can be used for training a classifier. We suggest to experiment with first prototypes using Thai FrameNet inspired by existing open-source tools existing for English language, such as Semafor † † .
(9) Task 9 -Event extraction
The methods for event detection in English scientific literature include statistical (ML-based), pattern-based and hybrid methods. Here, again, the absence of parsers for Thai language, is a hindrance. But there are pattern-based approaches for Thai to circumvent the problem [43] . To improve the state-of-the-art incrementally, Thai researchers can experiment with various pattern-based and statistical approaches in narrow domains and then extend and generalize the work.
We conclude this section with a quick summary of the proposed research ideas per KE task:
• (T1) Make already existing work available as open source, including existing datasets, models and training data • (T1) Adoption of English language tools to Thai text • (T1) Implementing support for existing multilingual IE frameworks such as GATE • (T2) Port the statistical or linguistic methods from TBXtools to Thai text, evaluate the results, and provide a tool • (T3) Adapt domain-independent pattern-based taxonomy extraction as in Taxi [48] to Thai text • (T3) Apply word embeddings [49] FrameNet data and use ideas from implementations for other languages • (T9) Implement and evaluate statistical, pattern-based and hybrid approaches existing for English language
Conclusions
In this publication we evaluate the state-of-the-art of Thai research in formal knowledge extraction, and we provide an extensive list of research gaps and practical research ideas in order to improve the current status. First, inspired by previous research on knowledge extraction (KE) from English language [2] we distinguish nine specific KE tasks, and assess their state-of-the-art with a review of existing work. A questionnaire-based survey helps to collect data for a selfassessment by the research community, as well as pointers to additional work. Furthermore, queries to literature databases are used to analyze the structure and size of the Thai research community. The contributions of this work are as follows: (i) Providing a detailed survey of the existing work on formal KE from Thai language text; (ii) Assessing the state-of-the-art for nine predefined KE tasks, both via analysis of scientific work and by self-assessment of the Thai research community, including our interpretation of reasons for the current state; (iii) Providing insights into the structure of the Thai research community, and comparing it to the Japanese community in order to estimate the community size and community focus; (iv) And finally, and most importantly, we combine the insights from contributions (i)-(iii) to identify research gaps, and provide an extensive list of research ideas. The focus is on practical and concrete ideas which can be implemented and evaluated with foreseeable effort, and which help to improve the state-of-the-art in Thai KE step by step.
